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ON A MODEL OF DELAYED FRACTURE OF
INTERNAL PRESSURE ANNULAR DOMAIN

Abstract

In the paper the process of diffuse fracture of thick tube under internal pres-
sure in the presence of damageability property of tube material on the basis of
experimental observations, is modeled as two-phase. Two fracture fronts sequen-
tially moving one after another are formed correspondigly to this representation.
A system of equations describing motion of these fronts is constructed. Numer-
ical illustration has been considered.

Numerous problems in studying mechanical processes in rock masses surrounding
mining generation are reduced to the investigations problems of stressed-deformed
state of an annular domain for various rheological models of a material of this do-
main, and also researches of its load-carrying ability. Presence of axial symmetry in
rock mass results to axially symmetric problem, rock masses in the vicinity of ver-
tical borehole of circular cross-section may serve as an example. In the presence of
planar symmetry in rock masses the plane problem is considered under plane defor-
mation, that is typical for mechanical processes research in the vicinity of horizontal
driftings.

The problems of delayed resistance of thick pipes under action of internal pressure
are also reduced to the problems of load-carrying capacity of annular domain.

As usual, the material of annular domain in loading process tends to formation
and accumulation of various sort of defects united by one term - damageability. It
initiates the process of stage-by-stage fracture connected with partial or full failure
and crack formation. In this case, around the stress concentrator, what is the internal
hole, the postlimit and full fracture domains are formed . At this, the process
of transition from prelimit in postlimit state develops in time as the mechanical
and strength characteristics decrease at the long-term application of load. So for
example, under consideration of rock mass surrounding mining generation, rock
destruction occurs in process of development of displacements to the side of mined-
out space, that it is formed the domain of postlimit deformation, where load-carrying
ability of rock mass decreases from maximal up to some residual load-carrying ability.
Otherwise, the following three domains are formed in surrounding rock mass: the
domain of ruin fracture adjoining to a workingcontour, where rocks are in limiting
equilibrium state subject to their residual strength; following it deep into the mass
the domain of postlimit deformation; other part of mass is the domain being in
prelimit deformation state. Some authors, for example, consider the fourth domain
of a limiting state being intermediate between the domain of ruin fracture and
postlimit deformation.

In the paper the process of fracture of annular domain assumes sequential for-
mation of three domains (fig. 1).


